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About This Game

Dead Rising® 2: Off the Record sees Frank West – photojournalist and original hero of the Dead Rising® Willamette
incident – take center stage as players experience a re-imagining of the Fortune City outbreak. Forget what you know about

Dead Rising® 2, "Frank West is back in the game!"

The new "Off the Record" storyline means an all new Dead Rising 2 experience. Frank will face off against more twisted
enemies, build more outrageous combo weapons, follow his own unique mission structure and explore brand new areas of

Fortune City to get his biggest scoop yet. Join Frank as he indulges in the insanity of "Uranus Zone," Fortune City’s very own
theme park. Full of deadly rides and crazy attractions, the sci-fi themed Uranus Zone is a true zombie-killing paradise.

Frank’s come-back means the return of his trusty camera, with players able to earn Prestige Points (PP) for specific photo
opportunities that are graded against criteria such as horror, drama, erotica and brutality.

In addition to the new scenario and gameplay enhancements, Dead Rising 2: Off the Record offers a suite of technical updates
including load time optimizations, improved network performance and a host of system upgrades to deliver a more satisfying

Dead Rising experience.

Key Features

Frank West is back – The original Dead Rising hero returns to get the scoop on the Fortune City outbreak

Fortune City but not as you know it – Experience a re-interpretation of the Fortune City outbreak through the eyes
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and camera of photojournalist Frank West:

New story and missions unique to Frank West

New environments including Fortune City’s latest attraction, “Uranus Zone”

New enemies and more psychotic Psychos

New crazy and hilarious combo-weapons

New items and vehicles
Say "Cheese!" – Capture those classic, violent, scary and hilarious Dead Rising moments, earn Prestige Points and
complete all new missions with Frank's new and improved camera feature.

Upgraded Experience – Full of technical improvements, system enhancements and feature upgrades to create a faster,
smoother, more satisfying Dead Rising.
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Capcom Vancouver
Publisher:
Capcom
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Dead Rising
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quot;Sacra Terra: Angelic Night" is an OK game. The puzzles and Hidden Object Games (HOGs) are good, and since there's no
voice-acting at all, that didn't get messed up. The one thing I found lacking was the story. First off, the plot is trite (even for a
HOG). Secondly, I have no idea what it all means. The end of the main story left me scratching my head. So, I thought that the
bonus chapter would clear things up. Nope. I still have no idea what they were aiming for in the story. But, since the gameplay
was decent and the HOGs/puzzles good, the 6.1 hours I spent on it (5.0 hours in the main game and 1.1 hours in the bonus
chapter) were worth even the current list price of about $5.. I played the game and found it to be enjoyable. To me, a guy who is
in the process of actually learning how to drive, playing this game gives me an insight of what driving can and cannot be like.
Obviously this game, being an indie game, will have its flaws and bugs and errors etc. (I only experience a "space driving" glitch
where I flew from one hill to another unhurt during the free ride.) But in the end, for $5 USD it is a nice buy. If you are
interested in a game that gives you a smooth, enjoyable, educative, and mildly hectic driving simulation, then "Safety Driving
Simulator: Car" is the game for you. For a quick note to all future customers: I didn't run this game on my actual gaming PC: A
Core2Quad Q6600 with Dual 9800GT's at 1024mb ddr3 total video memory, and 3GB DDR2 RAM. INSTEAD: I ran this game
on my AIO Dell with 4GB DDR3 RAM, A Sandy Bridge Pentium G620T 2.2Ghz Dual Core Processor, and Intel HD Graphics.
The game ran at 1600x900 at low setting with:

30FPS at the Worst
60FPS Most of the Time

Overall This game would get a B Rating from me.

84\/100. It's not like i'm being racist or anything but i'd prefer having Japanese Dub for this characters.
Overall it's a pretty good game with great quality including the art style.. Another of the great Logistical games, this one has it's
share of challenges. You will have to work your way out of the starting area, and there are a few logistical challenges to
overcome beyond that. In between, you will have to time your delieveries and make the most of your cash to be successful.

10\/10. What a funny little game! Terra Lander reminds me old school games which i played on Atari 800 XL. I love simple
graphics, great music and "Hawking", who is trying to comment player's failures;-). Retro games are not my cup of tea (not all
of them), but this one is likeable.. Can actually log out. first thoughts.
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1. good controls interface.
2. the eat, drink bars go down a tad to quick , feels like you constanly doing both most of the time.
3. good sounds, graphics , for this type of game.
4. needs small compass at top page very easy to go over were you been a lot.
5.survived my 1st winter yeeeeeeeahhhhh. im a prepper ! boom.
5. more updates , later on . but for now , a nice little game . cheers.

tip. could you add a red symbol for your headquarter on the map please.

  hard to find in a huge city.

  also there no warning when the bear attacks you he just jumps on you . (add bear sounds)

  maybe add wolves just at night ? (faster than bears )

  should least see him coming at least.

things maybe to add - icid rain , standstorms - (random times)

 snakes , rats , (poisonous ) bear traps.

antibiotics , to combat poison.

weapons - rifle, knife , bullets.
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Definitely adds value to the game.. For those who have a windows mixed reality; this game runs perfectly on it. I used a lenovo
explorer and an xbox one controller to play. it runs with no problems on my gtx 1060 (6GB).

Gameplay wise its a 10\/10 for me. its basically a knock off mario kart but with a little VR touch to it. I definitely recommend it
for the price (I bought it on sale for like $5, but would still pay full price for it). Bugs at level 20 where the fun is supposed to
be. Total unworth. Seriously, think twice before dedicating your effort to such useless garbage. Satox core libertad.. If you want
to enjoy this game, you NEED to read the manual. Playing this blind is odious and how you need to play it is not as obvious as
most other shmups.
The thing about having to crash against the bosses to kill them is interesting, but just as you would think, is very annoying to pull
off since if you get hit by a bullet it negates the explosion and that's what's most likely to happen as you near the boss you're
trying to attack.
The thing about the game entering sudden death mode when the timer runs out on the bosses, sure, it enforces the suicide bomb
playstyle expected from the game, but will be an immediate turn down for anyone who, like me, came expecting a traditional
shmup and didn't look for the manual. So, hopefully, you'll read the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game up. It still makes boss
fights really annoying if you take too long to beat them, which is more likely than not since you'll spend most of your time
running into bullets while trying to suicide into the boss. Hopefully this problem is solved once you give yourself enough
practice and time to learn the game, I did not give myself that many.
One thing I remember from this game is that there were a couple patterns on \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing easy that did not
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing belong on easy.
One thing that bothered me a lot is that once you die, you get a short time to select a new character to send out, which you can
select with the arrow keys. DON'T. Just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing DON'T. If I want to select a new character before
spawning, at least let it be only with the actual character selection keys. It's REALLY annoying when I set some character to be
the next one to go out, and then when the current one dies, a completely different one is sent out because I didn't let go of the
arrow keys or I pressed it too early.. Pepper's Puzzles is a very good Picross incarnation, the variety of picross is great, the music
is excellent which is something essential in these type of games and the interface works without being clumsy or unintuitive.

Give it a try! Long live Picross!. I bought this just to play snooker. It's enjoyable, but it doesn't implement all the rules correctly.
Here are the ones I remember
- Some things that should be fouls aren't, for example, potting 2 colored (non-red) balls in one shot.
- The points awarded for a foul are not always correct.
- Ball in-hand must be played from within the "D", but the computer oppenent places it elsewhere
- If the score is tied at the end of the game the black ball is supposed to be respotted, but it is not.
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